
HOME STUDY QUESTIONS & MESSAGE SUPPLEMENT 
Sunday, January 12, 2020: “Complete Confidence” 

 
Thinking about it:  
 

On the TV show, “Man VS. Wild”, Bear Grylls is dropped into various wilderness settings and filmed by his 
crew as he utilizes his survival skills to keep he and his crew alive. In some episodes celebrity guests join him 
and have to face dangers and take risks with Bear in order to navigate the terrain and survive. 
 
Imagine you are one of the guests dropped into the dangerous and treacherous environment with Bear. 
 

How important would it be for you to have confidence in Bear and his knowledge/ability to navigate the 
dangers? 

 
What dangers would you create for yourself if you don’t have complete confidence in Bear as a guide 
and survival expert? 

 
How would the level of your confidence in Bear impact the level of fear and anxiety you feel even as 
you follow him? 
 
 

 
From Sunday’s Message:  “Complete Confidence” 
We continued our look at the Biblical number “7” and its symbolic meaning of “completeness” or “wholeness” 
in scripture. We looked at the iconic symbol of God’s promises, the rainbow, in which we can see 7 colors. The 
“completeness” of God’s Holy character includes that he cannot lie. We can, and must have complete 
confidence in God’s character, His promises and His Word. There are many, many colors in the spectrum that 
we don’t see, but what God reveals to us is “complete” in what we need… and we can have confidence that 
even what we cannot see is in the “light” of that same character. 
 
What do the following scriptures tell us about God, His character, and the importance of our confidence in 
Him? 
 
Read: II Peter 1:3-4 & 5-11 
 

Luke 1:37 
 

Hebrews 6:18 
 
 I Corinthians 10:13 
 
 Hebrews 11:1  
 
  

What do we forfeit if we do not have complete confidence in God, His character and His Love? 
 
 
PRAY: Thank God for His “light”… He has revealed to us everything we need to know… and we can trust 
Him with “what is unseen”! Confess where you have allowed your confidence in Him to wane and have thus 
lived with more anxiety than you need to and/or submitted to temptation. Ask Him to forgive you and commit 
to live in “complete” confidence in Him! 
 


